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Oil and Conoco:  choosing between good judgment and hideous blunders. 
  

Here’s a useful question for us investors:  “Can someone have very good judgment about some things, 
but very bad judgment about others?”  
  
Most of us might instantly shout, “Yes!” or even, “Good heavens, yes!”  We’ve been around for a while, 
and we’ve seen enough people (and ourselves!) to know.  But even with all our hard-won experience, it’s 
always a little hard to believe that somebody who genuinely impresses us with her command and 
judgment of one subject can actually make a hideous blunder in another subject—even a closely related 
one.  We were reminded of this only yesterday, when along came a series of emails from a really 
outstanding oil analyst.  
  
Since the oil market’s abysmal bottom in 2014, at $27 per barrel, this analyst has looked intensely at global 
supply and demand factors.  He’s done a mountain of work, boiling down to “Oil will rise a lot, over many 
years, because global supply and demand are responding to low prices predictably, as they always 
do.”  Our analyst has been thoughtful and careful about the “over many years” part of his forecast, as 
well.  “Oil’s long cyclical rise will take time, and proceed with many up-and-down bumps, because the host 
of individual components of global supply and demand have their own sharply differing speeds and short-
term behaviors . . . even if they’re all heading in the same direction in the long run.” 
  
So far, so good.  That’s the good judgment part—now for the hideous blunders.  This same analyst runs 
his own energy investment fund.  His investment practices are, well, interesting.  Every week or so, we 
subscribers get those deep, thoughtful examinations of long-term global supply and demand.  And every 
day or so, we also get notices of our analyst’s investment actions.  The thoughtful examinations are 
wonderful.  The daily trades are . . . well, our general reaction is, “You must be joking!”  Our analyst 
constantly buys and sells; constantly flips between long positions and short sales.  That brings us to 
yesterday’s emails, which ended in a reversal of the prior day’s “investment;” a cry of anguish from our 
analyst; an apology for losing money; and notification that he was taking the day off to meditate and 
regain a balanced state of mind.  Unfortunately, at Outlook, instead of sympathy the only reaction which 
came to mind was another round of “You must be joking.”  Let’s glance at the chart below. 
  

Conoco and Oil’s Bull Market:  2009 to 2014 



 
  

That’s a picture of the 5-year bull market in both ConocoPhillips stock price, and the global price of oil, 
which lasted from early 2009 to mid-2014.  The blue line is Conoco; orange is Brent crude oil; the red dots 
are most of those sharp “up and down bumps” which the thoughtful, clear-eyed side of our analyst has 
understood as part of the current, relatively-young bull market in oil; and which the blundering side of 
our analyst has tried to predict every few days or so, while speculating his clients’ money on his predictions 
. . . ending in yesterday’s meltdown.  
  
Almost every one of those “red dot” bumps, up there, represents a 10% to 25% swing from the previous 
“red dot” short-term high or low, which mostly happened only a couple of weeks or months earlier.  And 
when we glance at Conoco’s share price in blue, we can see that the market’s calm, thoughtful judgment 
about what Conoco ought to be worth also bumped sharply up and down, in sync with oil though a bit 
more muted.    
  
Our oil analyst, like the rest of us investors, had a choice.  He might have let his hard work call the tune—
listening to his own good judgment about long-term supply and demand—bought Conoco in 2009, and 
earned 220% in 5 years.  Perhaps he did . . . but its seems doubtful given his investment behavior 
during the current bull market.  No . . . since 2016 he’s been trying to time those red dots, and 
compounding the hideousness of that judgment by using tiny Canadian companies, long/short ETF’s 
(mutual funds), and options instead of a financially strong giant like Conoco.  
  
We can only wonder why.  Is 220% not good enough?  Does he believe that command of one subject—
the fundamental behavior of global oil supply and demand, earned by very hard work and good 
judgment—must mean that he is the master of another subject—day-trading and market timing—which 
gives him the power to earn something more than 220% for his clients?  Have his years of experience not 
taught him that for speculators, the market is indeed a casino; but for long-term investors, the market 
is always a reflection of the economic miracle of free-market capitalism?     



  
Of course we’ll never know.  It will help us, though, in our task of enduring the market’s never-ending 
roller-coaster, to understand that the ocean of speculative activity which dominates daily, weekly and 
often monthly market movements does not call the tune for Conoco or anything else in the long run.  Very 
old-fashioned behavior calls that tune:  good judgment and exceptionally hard work by business leaders 
and their colleagues; their personal accountability for results; and the power of financial strength, in any 
company, to set the stage for dramatic recoveries from business problems.  As Outlook has remarked a 
few times, Main Street calls the tune in the end, not Wall Street.  We own Conoco and other exceptionally 
strong oil-industry companies because global supply and demand are behaving normally and will keep 
doing so; and because their leaders and people have behaved not normally, but splendidly, while going 
through hard times from 2014 – 2016.  We’ll keep owning them, regardless of red dots, and earn as much 
or even more than we’ve already earned.  
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions 
should only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk 
of loss.  
 


